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"Most people know intuitively that when you fall in love the world is full of
magic.  What they don't know is that when you discover the universe is full of
magic, you fall in love with the world."

When high-powered Manhattan lawyer Phyllis Curott began exploring
Witchcraft, she discovered a spiritual movement that defied all
stereotypes.  Encountering neither satanic rites nor eccentric spinsters, she came
to know a clandestine religion of the Goddess that had been forced into hiding
over the course of history.  Book of Shadows recounts Curott's remarkable
initiation into Wicca (meaning "wise one") and shares her insights as a high
priestess of an elegant, ancient spirituality that celebrates the magic of being
alive.

An Ivy-league graduate and promising lawyer, Curott was a typical young
woman in her twenties, determined to forge a law career within the burgeoning,
male-dominated music industry.  But when she began having prophetic dreams
and mysterious visions of ancient female figures and unfamiliar symbols, she
discovered an unexpected world of magic and began searching for a rational
explanation.  When her friend Sophia--a practicing Witch--suggested having her
cards read by a Wiccan High Priestess, Curott instinctively dismissed the idea,
but then forced her natural skepticism aside on the chance that this age-old
practice might help her understand the unusual occurrences in her life.

Thus begins her journey into the magical world of Witchcraft, a religion
originally practiced by priestesses, shamans, and healers that empowers our lives
by working with the natural cycles of nature.  Fascinated by this pre-Judeo-
Christian religion that honors women as the embodiment of the Goddess and
emphasizes respect and love for the natural world, Curott began attending a local
coven's weekly circle to learn the sacred arts.  Her Book of Shadows chronicles
her ascent to the position of Wiccan High Priestess and her efforts to reconcile
her newfound spirituality with her struggles as a woman rising through the ranks
of the corporate world.  Along the way, Curott relates the history of Witchcraft
and shares many traditional Wiccan practices, such as casting a circle, drawing
down the Goddess, harnessing the powers of the natural world, and casting spells
for health, prosperity, and love.
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Engagingly written and rich with detailed rituals and techniques, this
inspirational book traces a modern woman's spiritual journey into a realm of
extraordinary experience and enlightenment.  Book of Shadows provides us with
the keys to discover an enchanted world of divine empowerment so as to unlock
the power that lies within us all.
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"Most people know intuitively that when you fall in love the world is full of magic.  What they don't know is
that when you discover the universe is full of magic, you fall in love with the world."

When high-powered Manhattan lawyer Phyllis Curott began exploring Witchcraft, she discovered a spiritual
movement that defied all stereotypes.  Encountering neither satanic rites nor eccentric spinsters, she came to
know a clandestine religion of the Goddess that had been forced into hiding over the course of history.  Book
of Shadows recounts Curott's remarkable initiation into Wicca (meaning "wise one") and shares her insights
as a high priestess of an elegant, ancient spirituality that celebrates the magic of being alive.

An Ivy-league graduate and promising lawyer, Curott was a typical young woman in her twenties,
determined to forge a law career within the burgeoning, male-dominated music industry.  But when she
began having prophetic dreams and mysterious visions of ancient female figures and unfamiliar symbols, she
discovered an unexpected world of magic and began searching for a rational explanation.  When her friend
Sophia--a practicing Witch--suggested having her cards read by a Wiccan High Priestess, Curott instinctively
dismissed the idea, but then forced her natural skepticism aside on the chance that this age-old practice might
help her understand the unusual occurrences in her life.

Thus begins her journey into the magical world of Witchcraft, a religion originally practiced by priestesses,
shamans, and healers that empowers our lives by working with the natural cycles of nature.  Fascinated by
this pre-Judeo-Christian religion that honors women as the embodiment of the Goddess and emphasizes
respect and love for the natural world, Curott began attending a local coven's weekly circle to learn the
sacred arts.  Her Book of Shadows chronicles her ascent to the position of Wiccan High Priestess and her
efforts to reconcile her newfound spirituality with her struggles as a woman rising through the ranks of the
corporate world.  Along the way, Curott relates the history of Witchcraft and shares many traditional Wiccan
practices, such as casting a circle, drawing down the Goddess, harnessing the powers of the natural world,
and casting spells for health, prosperity, and love.

Engagingly written and rich with detailed rituals and techniques, this inspirational book traces a modern
woman's spiritual journey into a realm of extraordinary experience and enlightenment.  Book of Shadows
provides us with the keys to discover an enchanted world of divine empowerment so as to unlock the power
that lies within us all.
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Editorial Review

From Library Journal
Over time, "book of shadows" has come to refer to a witch's journal, a diary of spells, chants, and rituals.
Here Curott, a high priestess of the New York City-based Circle of Ara & the Minoan fellowship and a
practicing lawyer, uses 13 chapters to tell the story of her personal encounter with the ways of the Goddess,
with insight into the contemporary practice of witchcraft, or Wicca. The helpful appendix includes a table
outlining the goddesses, gods, animals, and zodiacal signs connected with Wicca; spells, charms, and
magical potions; special events of the Wicca year, with a resources section; and a list of books that provide
further insight into Goddess and Wiccan practice, witchcraft, and white magic. Libraries seeking current
material dealing with modern witchcraft will find this a helpful addition. Though no footnotes support any of
the characterizations or opinions offered, the personal story will appeal to some readers.?Leroy
Hommerding, Citrus Cty. Lib. System, Inverness, FL
Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
"This is destined to be a classic. The book is practical while maintaining that Wicca and magic are spiritual
paths with a connection to the divine. I can honestly recommend it both for novices and the advanced alike."
--Janet Farrar, author of The Witches' Goddess

"A modern-day Persephone myth full of magic and mystery, Book of Shadows transcends the bounds of its
genre."
--Deepak Chopra, M.D.

"An emotionally satisfying, riveting read, arguably the best--certainly the most unusual--memoir of the year.
One might even be tempted to call it 'bewitching.'"
--Sonoma County Independent

"An engaging memoir of magic and self-discovery . . . [Book of Shadows] presents some fine insights into
the role Witchcraft plays in the complex milieu of American religion."
--Kirkus Reviews

"Wise words from a smart and savvy priestess of the Goddess; the writing is beautiful, the rituals deep and
compelling."
--Margot Adler, author of Drawing Down the Moon

From the Trade Paperback edition.

From the Inside Flap
"Most people know intuitively that when you fall in love the world is full of magic. What they don't know is
that when you discover the universe is full of magic, you fall in love with the world."

When high-powered Manhattan lawyer Phyllis Curott began exploring Witchcraft, she discovered a spiritual
movement that defied all stereotypes. Encountering neither satanic rites nor eccentric spinsters, she came to
know a clandestine religion of the Goddess that had been forced into hiding over the course of history. Book
of Shadows recounts Curott's remarkable initiation into Wicca (meaning "wise one") and shares her insights



as a high priestess of an elegant, ancient spirituality that celebrates the magic of being alive.

An Ivy-league graduate and promising lawyer, Curott was a typical young woman in her twenties,
determined to forge a law career within the burgeoning, male-dominated music industry. But when she began
having prophetic dreams and mysterious visions of ancient female figures and unfamiliar symbols, she
discovered an unexpected world of magic and began searching for a rational explanation. When her friend
Sophia--a practicing Witch--suggested having her cards read by a Wiccan High Priestess, Curott instinctively
dismissed the idea, but then forced her natural skepticism aside on the chance that this age-old practice might
help her understand the unusual occurrences in her life.

Thus begins her journey into the magical world of Witchcraft, a religion originally practiced by priestesses,
shamans, and healers that empowers our lives by working with the natural cycles of nature. Fascinated by
this pre-Judeo-Christian religion that honors women as the embodiment of the Goddess and emphasizes
respect and love for the natural world, Curott began attending a local coven's weekly circle to learn the
sacred arts. Her Book of Shadows chronicles her ascent to the position of Wiccan High Priestess and her
efforts to reconcile her newfound spirituality with her struggles as a woman rising through the ranks of the
corporate world. Along the way, Curott relates the history of Witchcraft and shares many traditional Wiccan
practices, such as casting a circle, drawing down the Goddess, harnessing the powers of the natural world,
and casting spells for health, prosperity, and love.

Engagingly written and rich with detailed rituals and techniques, this inspirational book traces a modern
woman's spiritual journey into a realm of extraordinary experience and enlightenment. Book of Shadows
provides us with the keys to discover an enchanted world of divine empowerment so as to unlock the power
that lies within us all.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Marie Flynt:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era which can be always change and move forward. Some
of you maybe will probably update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you but the
problems coming to you actually is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Book of Shadows
is our recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and
need in this era.

Esther Watson:

The book Book of Shadows has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can
get a lot of help. The book was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research prior to
write this book. This specific book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

Kenneth Porter:

This Book of Shadows is great publication for you because the content and that is full of information for you



who also always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it
information accurately using great coordinate word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside it. So if
you are read it hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward
sentences but tough core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Book of Shadows in your
hand like having the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no e-book that
offer you world in ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this can be good reading
book. Hey Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that?

Ronnie Chaney:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is created or printed or descriptive from each source which filled update of news. Within
this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From media social
like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just searching for
the Book of Shadows when you needed it?
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